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this is an updated version 
of previous toolkits 
Word Association has 
produced to give guidance 
to housing providers on 
producing annual reports 
for tenants.

We developed the toolkit – which has 

been used by more than 250 organisations 

across the country – in response to new 

requirements laid down in the tenant 

services Authority’s (tsA) regulatory 

framework for social housing, which came 

into force on 1 April 2010. Although 

the tsA has now been disbanded, this 

guidance is still relevant and has been held 

up as an example of best practice in the 

production of such annual reports.

the tsA’s framework standards aimed 

to put the eight million people living in 

social rented or shared ownership housing 

in control. they affect 1,800 landlords 

including housing associations, stock-

owning councils and AlMos. the emphasis 

is on ‘robust self-regulation’ by boards 

and councillors and, as part of this, social 

housing landlords have been told they have 

to produce an annual report for tenants on 

how they are meeting the standards.

these reports are the landlord’s key 

document, not only to tenants but also 

the regulator, and, despite the tsA being 

abolished, this regulatory framework 

remains in place.

the reports have to be published by 1 

october. the tsA said they did not want 

to be “overly prescriptive about the format 

of the report” and gave only minimal 

information about content.

hundreds of housing providers produced 

their first such report in 2010 and have 

since been looking to build on that, taking 

into account tsA and tenant feedback.

We have been involved in designing, 

writing and producing scores of these 

annual reports over the last few years and 

have drawn on this experience to update 

this toolkit.

IntroductIon

“the reports are the 
landlord’s key document, 
not only  
to the tenants but also the 
regulator.”
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There were six TSA 
standards, which 
can still be used as a 
comprehensive basis for 
annual report content:

 Tenant involvement and Empowerment 

– including customer service, choice and 

complaints, and understanding the diverse 

needs of tenants.

 Home – covering quality of accommo-

dation, repairs and maintenance.

 Tenancy – covering allocations, rents and 

tenure.

 Neighbourhood and Community – 

covering neighbourhood management, 

local area cooperation and anti-social 

behaviour.

 Value for Money.

 Governance and Financial Viability.

the regulatory framework states the following:

1. All standards (except for governance and 

Financial Viability) have a requirement 

that providers shall set out their service 

offer for their tenants and then meet these 

commitments.

2.  All providers shall by 1 october each 

year publish a report for their tenants 

(shared with the tsA) on how they are 

meeting the standards, including their 

local offers. We do not want to be overly 

prescriptive as to the format of this report. 

As far as possible we expect providers to 

use information that is already collected and 

is therefore ‘used and useful’. this report 

should:

 Assess how the provider is currently 

meeting the standards, including how 

they measure their compliance.

 note any gaps and associated 

improvement plans.

 include the provider’s offer to tenants 

against the standards over the next year, 

including local service offers.

3. the reports must include reference to how 

the provider has gained assurance on the 

outcomes reported, including how tenants 

have been involved in scrutinising performance 

and, where appropriate, use of external 

validation, peer review and benchmarking.

4. We will adopt a proportionate approach to 

reporting requirements for those providers 

owning fewer than 1,000 properties. 

providers with fewer than 25 properties 

do not need to produce a separate annual 

report to their tenants.

5. the report shall detail how tenants have 

been involved in producing and scrutinising 

the report. to support this, the tsA will 

work with stakeholder partners, tenants and 

landlords to develop approaches to annual 

reports that assist in their preparation in a 

co-regulatory manner.

6. timetable – the annual report for each year 

ending 31 March shall be made available 

to tenants (and the tsA) by no later than 1 

october.

tHe guIdAnce

“the report shall detail how 
tenants have been involved in 
producing the report.”
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Useful feedback on the 
first year of tenant annual 
reports can be found in 
a report produced by 
the four National Tenant 
Organisations (NTOs) –
the Confederation of Co-operative housing, 

the national Federation of tenant Management 

organisations, the tenant participation 

Advisory service and the tenants and residents 

organisations of england.

their report, “First Year Annual reports to 

tenants: tenant perspectives. A good start, but 

could do better”, concluded that the quality of 

reports varied considerably. on average, they 

were assessed as “just below adequate”.

But they agreed that the reports had been 

important in making landlords engage  

with tenants and consider how they  

account to them.

their review gives advice and pointers on how 

housing providers can build on the foundations 

of the 2010 reports and improve them, so they 

are more meaningful documents which truly 

inform and involve tenants.

it includes sections covering the importance 

of the reports to tenants, key points from their 

review, how it was carried out and by whom, 

what they were looking for, a full list of the 

reports they looked at and an analysis of their 

findings.

As well as giving examples of best practice, 

they detail what they liked and did not like, as 

well as giving suggestions on what tenants and 

landlords can do to improve accountability.

Based on their findings, the NTOs made various 

recommendations to landlords for future 

reports. here is a summary of the key points:

  There should be genuine commitment to 

producing these reports to keep tenants 

informed and involved, not just because the 

TSA told landlords to produce them.

 Tenant involvement is vital and the reports 

should make clear the different options for 

getting involved.

 Landlords should encourage tenant 

feedback about the report and its 

assessments of performance.

 Reports should be honest and self-critical, 

rather than a self-congratulatory public 

relations exercise. They should also say how 

landlords plan to improve.

cont’d...

FeedbAck
From tHe nAtIonAl tenAnt orgAnIsAtIons
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A full copy of the ntos’ report 
can be found on the tenant 
services Authority website at 
www.tenantservicesauthority.org

FeedbAck From tHe nAtIonAl tenAnt orgAnIsAtIons

 They should not rely too much on 

satisfaction statistics.

 Comparisons should be made with 

other landlords, including those who are 

performing well.

 Generally, reports should ideally be no 

longer than 24 pages.

 They should be attractive, well-laid out and 

imaginatively designed, with effective use 

of photographs and graphics such as traffic 

lights, smiley faces, speedometers and 

targets.

 The NTOs highlighted the accessibility of 

the report Word Association produced 

for optima Community Association, 

which comprised one report on key issues 

for tenants and a second on performance 

against standards.

 There should be a clear statement of 

commitment to equality and diversity 

issues, including sexual orientation and 

faith. Photographs should also reflect the 

diversity of tenants.

 Landlords should demonstrate  

evidence of working with tenants on  

how to improve the value for money  

of their services.

 Reports should contain clear explanations 

and information about governance and 

viability, which  

would encourage tenants’ interest in  

the subject.

 The NTOs praised the governance and 

viability section of Word Association’s 

report for Beechdale Community Housing 

Association.

 The distinction should be made between 

national standards and local offers. There 

should be a good understanding of local 

offers and it is important to consult with 

tenants about them.

 Larger landlords should embrace “localism” 

as an approach to service provision. They 

should also recognise local variations and 

individuality, in terms of the performance 

information and format of their report.

But the ntos conclude: “Developing your 

annual report should be a local partnership 

process between tenants and landlords that is 

unique to you. other than it should be a genuine 

partnership between tenants and landlords, 

there is not a right or wrong way to get  

reports right.”
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We recommend your 
organisation’s annual 
report follows a similar 
format to the TSA’s 
standards themselves, 
featuring a section for 
each standard, what areas 
it covers, how you are 
currently meeting the 
standard and how you are 
measuring compliance.
When reporting on your performance, the 

TSA flagged up the need to “note any gaps and 

associated improvement plans”.

this clearly indicates that your annual report 

should be more than just positive spin, but an 

honest and open appraisal of performance that 

sets out where things could be improved.

this is a big test for communication 

professionals who may feel under pressure to 

present only positive information. But, in all 

our work, we always recommend an honest 

and ethical approach - a balanced presentation 

of information gives your organisation more 

credibility and is ultimately more likely to 

facilitate engagement.

it also needs to be borne in mind that, because 

of the importance of these reports, any 

statements made need to stand up to not just 

tenants’ scrutiny but potentially the more 

intense scrutiny of the regulator.

Care needs to be taken about how less positive 

aspects are reported and it is vital that this 

information is presented alongside plans that 

set out how performance will be improved.

the reports also need to look to the future, 

setting out how your organisation will continue to 

improve standards over the next year.

AnnuAl report content

“because of their importance, 
any statements need to 
stand up to the more intense 
scrutiny of the regulator.”



We have worked with scores of organisations to produce a wide 
variety of tenant annual reports
our work involves planning and scheduling, engaging tenants, exploring different formats for the reports, designing the overall 

concept, researching and writing the content, producing photos and images, artworking the documents and organising printing 

and delivery of the finished product.

here are a few examples of the reports we produced:

We designed and artworked this 
innovative, award-winning report 
for Birmingham-based housing 
association Optima.

it comprises a folder containing two booklets – one 

focusing on highlights of the past year, general 

performance, future plans and interviews with 

residents, and the other giving more detailed 

information on how optima is performing against the 

standards.

our research revealed that most of the area’s 

residents shared an interest in music. this gave rise 

to the report’s musical theme, including a collage 

of residents’ photos on the cover in the style of the 

Beatles’ iconic sgt pepper album.

in line with this overall concept and highlighting  

the importance of tenant involvement, the highlights 

booklet was titled ‘With a little help  

from my friends”.

the report won the Midlands network for resident 

Involvement’s first Annual Report to Residents Award. 

Judges praised its eye-catching, colourful design, 

clear, punchy style and strong emphasis on resident 

engagement.
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Annual Report 2010

my friends
With a little help from

4 5

the house that Jack built

highlights of the last year

Tenants are the 
largest group on 
Optima’s Board of 
Management. 

We catch up with one of 
the newest recruits, Nasser 
Mugisha, so see how he’s 
been finding the challenge of 
running a housing association. 

What estate do you live on Nasser? 
Lee Bank

What do you do for a living? 
I am a National Sales Manager in a print and online 
advertising company. 

Why did you become a Board Director? 
To play a part in improving people’s standard  
of living.

What have you got out of it so far? 
Through a structured induction programme  
I have gained a good understanding of Optima, its 
objectives and purpose.  I have also learnt the basics of 
what is required to be an effective contributor towards 
strategic decisions at board level. However there is more 
to learn and I am looking forward to applying myself to the 
benefit of the tenants and Optima as a whole.

What is the hardest thing about being a  
Board Director?
The amount of information we have to go through, as well 
as keeping on top of all the news feeds about the market.
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a We take a look back at the 
highlights of the last year and 
despite the doom and gloom of 
recession, Attwood Green was 
full of success stories.

Celebrating 10 years of regeneration

This was the year we worried about swine  
flu, but we didn’t let it stop us celebrating our  
10th birthday.

With the help of resident volunteers and staff, 
we celebrated the area’s local heroes and 
green fingered gardeners at an awards night. 

We took photos of as many residents, staff 
and partners that we could coax in front of 
a camera for our Faces of Attwood Green 
project. We’ve used those photos here. Can 
you spot yourself? 

Local people doing it for themselves

Simone Price started to work for herself 
providing help to people at home. Jayne Ison 
has her own small business creating novelty 
and wedding cakes.  

Dancing diva

Attwood Green’s own dancing diva, 16-year-
old Tyra-shai Allen won over the youngsters of 
the Attwood Green Play Project with her talent 
as a dancer and choreographer. The end result 
was a Christmas performance by the children 
for their family and friends.

Money advice strengthened

Circul-8 Credit Union employed Natalie Brade 
as their new development officer.

“Excellent service, 
right attitude – 
well done!” F Erabi
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how we meet the new national standards

how we meet the new national standards

Annual Report 2010

performance
a closer look at our

‘midlands network for 
Resident Involvement first 
Annual report to residents’ 
Award winner.

optImA communIty AssocIAtIon 



A sustainable 
community for 
our residents

Annual Report and Accounts             2008/2009

Our team worked with Leicester 
Housing Association’s four housing 
co-operatives to produce their tenant 
annual reports.

the design and lay-out took into account the fact that 

English is not the first language of many of their residents.

the reports are graphically appealing with bright colours, 

a clean lay-out, lots of photos to emphasise the content 

with clear, concise text and facts and figures presented in a 

simple, easy to understand form.

This comprehensive report contains lots 
of information – but presented in a clear, 
graphically appealing way.

it is bright and colourful, with the text broken up by 

attractive photos, logos and images, plus colour-coded icons 

to illustrate each tsA standard.

Content is backed up by attractive, easy to understand 

charts, with key facts and figures highlighted in each section.

The report we produced for Walsall-
based Beechdale Community Housing 
Association (BCHA) has an attractive 
design with a clear, fresh style.

its cover depicts an array of building blocks – each 

featuring a photo of residents, staff or the estate – serving 

to illustrate the association’s aim of “building a better 

Beechdale”.

Clear, colourful icons serve to signpost the different 

standards and sections, with a range of photos illustrating 

the year’s highlights and achievements.

beecHdAle communIty HousIng AssocIAtIon

leIcester HousIng AssocIAtIon co-ops

oxFord cIty councIl 

Our Property 
Repairs Service

Lettings Services
After consultation with our customers who had used our lettings service, 
we introduced a new way of letting our homes.

The new service offers the customer the choice of where and what 
home they wanted on Beechdale, rather than us deciding for them.

The new choice-based lettings service was piloted for a year and further 
consultation proved it to be popular and effective.  The new service was 
adopted as usual practice from April 2009.

Property repair services

Over all repairs satisfaction: 99% 

 Repair  Number Target  % completed % completed 
 Catagory of repairs Time this year last year

 Emergency 614 24 hrs 99% 100%

 Urgent 1434 7 days 99% 98%

 Non-urgent 920 28 days 98% 98%

Rent collection and arrears
     
  2008/09 2007/08

 Rent 
 Collection 98.96% 
98.19% 

 Rent £204,832 £185,173
 Arrears (5.01%) (4.71%)

 Eviction 4 5 
 for Rent 

How we are doing
Ross Walk Housing Co-operative

Tenant Members’ Report for TSA 2010

Resident Focus Group

A group of our tenant members recently came together to 
take part in a focus group workshop to decide on both the 
contents and the design of this annual report.

Those of you who took part in the workshop said you  
wanted this report to be presented in a booklet rather than 
newsletter format, 

You also wanted the report to be A4 size with photographs  
of tenants and other relevant pictures..

For many tenant members English is not their first language 
and a translation of the report is also available in Gujerati.

In response to your wishes this report has been designed to be 
neat and clear showing finance information in colourful  
pie charts.

Responding to your views

Responding to your views is the only way Ross Walk can 
provide the level of service that our tenant members expect.

So we carry out an annual satisfaction survey which is sent to 
all tenant members, giving you the opportunity to have your 
say on a variety of issues.

Introduction

Tenant involvement & empowerment
Customer Service, Choice and Complaints

Involvement and empowerment

Welcome to the  
2010 tenant member  
report for Ross 
Walk Housing  
Co-operative.

Our new regulator, 

the Tenant Services 

Authority (TSA), 

requires us as landlords 

to produce an annual 

report for our tenant 

members to show 

how we are delivering 

services and how we 

compare to other 

landlords.

93% are satisfied 
with the service 
we provide

This report is the result of an honest and open consultation 
between you our tenant members and RWHC about what 
you want from us as housing providers. You have told us what 
you want the report to cover and how it should look.

The standards it covers are Tenant Involvement and 
Empowerment, Home, Tenancy, Neighbourhood and 
Community, Value for Money and the report also sets out  
our improvement plans.

Different communities face different challenges, so we have 
been working closely with tenant members to agree on what 
our priorities should be for developing locally tailored service 
offers.

We would like to know what you think of the report and have 
included a feedback section, which also includes details of 
how you can get more involved if you wish.

Dinesh Pathak, 
Ross Walk Housing Co-operative 
Chairman

We were pleased to hear that 

a vast majority of you (93%) 

say you are satisfied with the 

service that we provide.

The same number of you who 

responded (93%) also told us 

that you are satisfied with the 

new phone system that we 

use for reporting repairs. If you 

do have any complaints with 

our service, please let us know 

by calling 0116 257 6800, or 

emailing info@rosswalkcoop.

org.uk and we will do our best 

to put it right

Putting your needs and points of view at the heart of 

housing

Giving you clear information on how we are  

performing

Giving you a bigger say in setting local priorities for 

housing services

This report shows how we are:
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Since talking to residents across 
the country about what they want 
from their landlords, the TSA – which 
regulates Oxford City Council as a 
landlord and all other social landlords  
as housing providers – has launched a  
new regulatory framework.

This sets out national standards that all landlords must 

meet and some areas where landlords and residents 

must agree ‘Local Offers’.

The Housing and Regeneration Act of 2008 gave 

powers to the TSA to establish standards that it would 

be able to apply to registered social housing providers. It 

is the intention of the Act that tenants are at the heart 

of producing the standards, which should be created 

with the aim of offering protection to tenants.

Together with officers, tenants can tailor the standards 

into Local Offers that best suit their needs and produce 

outcomes of their choice. The setting of standards 

also needs to ensure and encourage tenants to have 

greater involvement in the management of  

their housing. 

3 The TSA standards

• Customer service and choice

• Equality and diversity

• Tenants with additional 
support needs

• Complaints

Tenant Involvement 
and Empowerment

• Allocations

• Rent

• Tenure

Tenancy

• Neighbourhood management

• Local area co-operation

• Anti-social behaviour

Neighbourhood  
and Community

• Driving down costs

Value for Money

• Repairs and maintenance

• Quality of accommodation

Home

1

Annual Report
for tenants and leaseholders 2009/10



Tenants wanted a calendar format for 
this report, making it more likely to be 
read and giving it a longer shelf-life. 

they asked for it to be themed around the association’s 

gardening competition, so each month features a colourful 

photo of a winning garden and a seasonal tip.

On the flip-side of each month is information on how the 

association is performing against the tsA standards. in 

keeping with residents’ preferences, this eye-catching 

report also includes clear graphs, tables, facts and figures.

Word Association created a striking 
design for this report.

the focus of the cover is a ruler decorated with photos 

of residents and homes, alongside the title “how are we 

measuring up?”

it contains bite-sized chunks of text, broken up by photos, 

residents’ quotes, simple charts, important statistics and 

bullet points. pages are edged with the ruler image and clear 

icons signpost each section.

We produced two different styles 
of report for Walsall Housing Group 
(whg) at the request of their customers.

there is a traditional booklet containing the full report, 

comprising bright, full-page photos of residents taking part 

in activities interspersed with performance information.

We also produced a shorter version in the form of a 

pocket diary. this alternated full-page photos with 

performance information, opposite each fortnight of the 

diary.

Both reports incorporate charts, tables, bullet points, 

traffic-light colour coding and key statistics to demonstrate 

whg’s performance.
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We work with 10 local authorities to let our 
properties. In 2009/2010 the breakdown of 
lettings by local authorities was:

43 Cheltenham

2 Cherwell

10 Cotswold

24 Forest of Dean

105 Gloucester

9 Herefordshire

1 North Wiltshire

13 Stratford

23 Stroud

47 Tewkesbury
 
36 of these were let to existing residents 
for reasons such as overcrowding, under 
occupation, medical needs and relocation.

All of our available-to-let properties are now 
advertised via Choice Based Letting schemes. 
Details of the schemes can be found on our 
website or from your Housing Officer.   

We are very pleased that last year 95% of new 
residents were satisfied with the service received 
in obtaining their new home.

We use starter tenancies to provide additional 
assistance for residents.  Last year we supported 
60 households to successfully progress from 
their starter tenancy to an assured tenancy; this 
was 95% of those starter tenancies granted in 
2009/2010.

Our rents are set in line with the Government’s 
requirements. Our average rent level is  
£75.35 per week. Some of our rents include  
a service charge.

Last year we reduced the amount of rent arrears 
by £32,075, and the number of households in 
arrears by 57. 

How well are we doing on
allocating homes and collecting rents?

Total 277

Customer 
Annual Report

Hayley Westley, 12, and Scott Deakin, 14, involved in a whg-sponsored  
Aerosol Art project at Harden Primary School.

5

Tenant satisfaction

76% satisfied with the housing service 

64% satisfied their views are taken into account

77% satisfied with locally-agreed tenant involvement strategies

76% satisfied with their first point of contact

(data from NBBC status survey 2008)

Customer Service Centre Survey

69% received a good service

21,818 phone calls received

53 emails received

1,302 website enquiries

We have:
O  Recruited and trained 20 tenants as mystery 

shoppers. In 2009/10 they looked at the 
council website and our Customer Service 
Centre repairs service. They produced 
feedback to help us improve our services. 

O  Worked with residents to produce a redesigned 
tenants’ newsletter. With the help of residents’ 
views given in satisfaction surveys and at a 
magazine forum, the “Quarterly Contact” has 
been transformed into “Homing In”.

We will:
O  Review our corporate complaints process so 

we provide the best service to our tenants 
and that lessons learned from complaints 
help us improve all our services.

O  Introduce an annual programme of mystery 
shopping surveys across all our services, to be 
advertised in Homing In and on our website.

O  Carry out annual surveys to further 
improve Homing In.

O  Promote tenant training so you can 
continue to help us improve services.

O  Prioritise the measuring of our performance 
against service standards in 2010/11.

O  Publish our Resident Involvement Strategy 
in 2010/11.

O  Set up a quarterly Tenants’ Complaints Review 
Panel to help us learn from complaints.

2009 Complaints
136 complaints (134 replied to within 10 days):

 93 repairs and maintenance

 13 housing options

 24 estate management

 5 staff

 1 external contractor

January 2011

and annual report 2011

Diary

Residents’ Annual Report 2010 
and Calendar 2011

32 12 13 141 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

How are we measuring up?
Annual report  2009/10
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perFormAnce InFormAtIon

“A summary sheet can depict 
your performance against 
various indicators in an 
instantly recognisable way.”

Presenting performance 
information in a clear and 
meaningful way within 
your tenant annual report 
can be a real challenge.
Visual representations, such as charts 

and tables, are an effective tool to help 

you communicate such data in an easy to 

understand form.

bar charts are a simple way of indicating how 

well you are performing over time, with the 

horizontal axis set on a monthly, quarterly or 

annual basis and your target standard overlaid as 

a line. such charts can also be used to compare 

your performance with others, with each bar 

representing a different landlord.

pie charts are an eye-catching method of 

showing how a whole amount can be broken 

down into its various components. they can be 

used, for example, to reveal what percentage of 

rent income is spent on different services, such 

as repairs, housing management or paying off 

loans, or to break down anti-social behaviour 

cases into type, such as noise nuisance, 

harassment or verbal abuse.

tables should be kept as simple as possible by 

keeping the number of columns and rows to a 

minimum.

A summary sheet can depict your performance 

against various indicators in an instantly 

recognisable way. these can be made even 

clearer with the use of graphics such as traffic 

lights, smiley faces, arrows or icons to indicate 

how well you are meeting your targets or how 

you compare with others.
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our performance

How we meet our current service standards

Key
 G  good performance

 A  average performance

 R  unsatisfactory performance

  improving performance

  performance has stayed the same

  performance has worsened

     
Customer care face to face

How did 
we do?

Trend

Our staff

Staff will carry ID cards when visiting you in your home G

Our offices

Our offices will be clean, safe, welcoming, and accessible, with a 
range of relevant information on display

G

Our opening times will be clearly displayed and we will stay open for 
our published hours

G

When you visit us

Our receptionist will acknowledge you within 5 minutes and deal with 
your enquiry as soon as possible

G

We’ll do out best not to keep you waiting longer than five minutes if 
you have a appointment

G

Appointments

We’ll do our best to offer you an appointment with a specific member 
of staff within 5 days of your request

G

Notify you in advance if we are unable to keep an appointment G

     
Customer care communication

How did 
we do?

Trend

When you telephone us

Answer telephones between 8.45am and 5.15pm  
(4.15pm on Fridays)

A

Answer telephone calls promptly G

Staff will answer the phone with an appropriate greeting and give you their name G

Out of hours

Provide an out of hours service when our offices are closed G

When you write to us

We will answer letters and emails in full within 10 working days G

Provide information

Provide 6 copies of Say Optima every year G

Translations into other formats provided on request G

Dealing with Complaints

Respond to complaints positively and within 10 working days (we will do our best to 
respond within this timescale, although there will be occasions where a complaint may 
take longer to resolve – for example if we need to order extra parts for a repair)

A

     
Anti Social Behaviour

How did 
we do?

Trend

Respond within 1 working day to complaints that involve threats, violence, destruction 
of property or serious harassment 

G

All other complaints of ASB will be responded to within 5 working days G

Arrange an interview with the complainant within 5 working days and agree a  
way forward

G

We will consider support mechanisms for the complainant G

We will consider support mechanisms available for the perpetrator G

We will have contacted the perpetrator within 10 working days after interviewing  
the complainant

G

If the nuisance continues we will consider a range of options with the complainant and 
report to Tenancy Conditions Panel within 60 days

G

If the case goes to court we will provide witness support to complainants G
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As well as being a 
standard in its own right, 
tenant involvement is an 
important theme that 
cuts across each of the 
other standards.  
the guidance states that: “the report shall 

detail how tenants have been involved in 

producing and scrutinising the report”.

providers should consider a range of ways 

to carry out this involvement which should 

begin at the earliest possible opportunity, 

with consultation continuing at key stages 

throughout the production process. it should 

begin with tenants being involved in decisions 

about the format and style of the annual report 

as well as its content.

As part of Word Association’s work on housing 

annual reports, we organise meetings with 

residents’ focus groups to involve them from 

the start. At these meetings, we discuss the 

content, format and design, what is important to 

them, what messages they want to get across, 

how best to present the information and figures 

in an easy to understand way and how to ensure 

the information is accessible to all.

our team works with resident groups of all 

sizes, using a variety of techniques to establish 

their preferences. At some, where english is 

not tenants’ first language, we have involved 

interpreters to make sure we engage with as 

many residents as possible.

As well as the familiar newsletter format, 

alternative options for presenting reports 

should be considered, including video, meetings, 

ezines and other new media approaches.

But the feedback we have received from 

residents over the last few years threw up some 

common themes, including the fact that they 

all wanted a traditional printed report, rather 

than information on the internet or in a film. 

they also favoured plain and clear presentation, 

with a mix of text, images and occasional simple 

graphs or pie-charts to present performance 

information.

tenAnt Involvement  
And scrutIny

“At resident focus groups we 
discuss the content, format, 
design and what is important 
to them.”

LHA Co-ops  
Annual Report Residents Focus Group
Agenda 

1. LHA  Co-ops  and  annual  reports  –  some  background  

2. Who  is  the  report  aimed  at?  –  our  residents  

3. What  do  we  have  to  report?  –  the  TSA  guidance  

4. What’s  the  message  to  our  readers?  

5. What’s  going  to  be  in  it?    

6. What  do  we  want  to  sound  like?  Chatty,  informal  or  something  else  

7. What  do  we  want  it  to  look  like?    Compare  with  others  

8. Making  figures  easy  to  understand,  what  works  best  for  you?    

9. How  have  you  been  involved

10. How  we  know  we’ve  done  a  good  job  

11. Other  ways  to  get  our  message  across  
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The TSA asked landlords 
to agree ‘local offers’ with 
their tenants by April 
2011, in addition to the 
national standards they 
needed to meet. 
the guidance states: “At local level providers 

develop their service offers in response to 

local priorities. these local offers [are] a set of 

policies set by landlords and their tenants that 

relate directly to local circumstances.”

in the previous year’s tenant annual reports, 

housing providers had to set out how they 

planned to draw up local offers. in 2011, reports 

had to detail the resulting offers and how well 

landlords were achieving against them.

there were 39 pilot schemes across the 

country where tenants worked with 130 

landlords to set out and implement trial local 

offers. the results were set out in the report 

‘going local – landlords and tenants working 

together to raise standards’.

the tsA said the initiative led to increased 

tenant engagement and understanding of what 

tenants want, better services and improved 

value for money.

But the report concluded that landlords needed 

to enhance their arrangements for improving 

services when they fell short of meeting their 

local offers, and they needed to set out better 

offers relating to value for money - as very few 

of the pilots developed targets in this area.

the report highlights examples of good practice 

and innovative approaches to developing local 

offers. they include:

 The Hampshire trial, led by Sentinel 

Housing Association, which brought nine 

providers together with a county-wide 

tenant forum. They are sharing training 

and comparing the value for money of 

tenant involvement between providers.

 Housing associations across Bristol 

worked with Bristol City Council to 

simplify the process for delivering aids 

and adaptations in their homes, including 

allowing associations to carry out work to 

a certain value without prior approval from 

the council.

 West Kent Housing Association has made 

it easier for tenants to report repairs and 

agreed a definition for ‘right first time’ 

repairs, while tenants have promised 

to report repairs promptly and provide 

access to contractors.

locAl servIce oFFers

15

4 Local Offers
Local Offers are similar to service 
standards but they are agreed with 
tenants because it is important to YOU.  
Local Offers need to be developed 
consulted on and in place by April 2011.

A Local Offer is something that is local to us, 

such as our Tenants choice scheme which applies 

to new tenancies. It means not taking a one 

size fits all approach to what we do.  We might 

have different Local Offers for people who live 

in a particular area, or for people who have 

disabilities, or for families, because they need and 

want different things.

Our Service Standards, published in 2008, were 

shaped by your tenant representatives. A working 

group of tenant and officers began a review 

of these standards and matched them against 

those of the TSA. Their work will be included 

in the development of Local Offers. The tenant 

representatives in the group were, Hashim Ahmed, 

Audrey Baughan, Barry Crossman, Anita Fisher, 

Barrie Finch, Lloyd Mike, Stu Haddock, Lilian 

Sherwood, Mohammad Tariq and James Smith.

In July Oxford City Council formalised its Local 

Offers action plan. Other representatives from  

the Involvement Monitoring Panel joined the 

group to review and implement the plan.

A consultation plan was developed, identifying 

actions to individuals. A briefing paper was  

sent to senior and middle management to 

highlight progress.

Adverts in the staff newsletter requested 

volunteers for focus groups to discuss existing 

standards and information on the consultation 

process were sent to key Council staff.

Our tenants went to a Tenant Participation 

Advisory Service (TPAS) seminar on Local 

Offers and Annual Reports.

Additional Service Standards have also been 

published in tenant newsletters. If YOU want to 

get involved, contact us (details on back cover) 

and remember to look out for future events  

and consultations.

001 10 0708

Oxford City Homes 
Service Standards 

Contact us 
Translations available

If you need a translation, a larger print  
version or a copy of this publication in 
another form please contact us

Oxford City Homes

E: contactcityhomes@oxford.gov.uk
T: 0800 227676
W: www.oxford.gov.uk

Oxford City Homes, Oxford City Council, 

Horspath Road, Cowley, Oxford OX4 2RH

Contact Us

www.oxford.gov.uk
E: contactcityhomes@oxford.gov.uk
T: freephone 0800 227676

Oxford City Homes
Horspath Road, Cowley
Oxford OX4 2RH

If you need a translation, a larger print
version or a copy of this publication in
another format please contact us

Choice for Oxford City Homes
Tenants Bathroom
Refurbishment
This leaflet is for our existing tenants when we have
agreed to refurbish the bathroom in your Council
home.

As our tenant, you are awarded 100 points that you
can use to choose items in addition to the standard
refurbishment package.

The standard package also has some choice of paint
for walls available if painting is necessary after
refurbishment. If painting is authorised by your Tenant
Liaison Officer after refurbishment you may tick one of
the wall paint choices.

Any bathroom requiring wall tiles will be tiled white as
standard unless you choose the coloured wall tile
option.

Samples of decoration choices are on display at the
Tenants’ Resource Centre or can be shown to you by
your Tenant Liaison Officer.

When you have made your choices please sign this form
and hand it to the officer issuing this leaflet.

Thank you

Please note that all our staff show their ID when they
visit you in your home. Contractors will have a letter
authorised by Oxford City Council.

Issue 001 08.10–11

Tenants’
Choice
When We Refurbish
the Bathroom in
Your Council Home

Oxford City Homes

Editorial Team
Approved

Tenants’
Choice
When We Refurbish
Your Council Home

Bengali

Hindi

Punjabi

Urdu

Cantonese

Bengali

Hindi

Punjabi

Urdu

Cantonese
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Word Association offers 
a range of services which 
can help you produce 
tenant annual reports 
of an award-winning 
standard. 
We have been producing annual reports for 

more than 20 years and, with our extensive 

experience in the housing sector, are experts in 

this field.

the report we put together for Birmingham-

based optima Community Association won an 

award from the Midlands network for resident 

involvement for its striking design, clear 

lay-out, innovative theme and strong tenant 

engagement.

our chief executive Mark thomas ran two 

national seminars in partnership with the 

Centre for housing and support on the 

subject of tenant annual reports and gave 

a presentation at the national housing 

Federation’s communications and marketing 

conference.

We can help you every step of the way, 

including:

 Fully involving tenants in the process 

through various techniques, such as 

organising community events, carrying 

out surveys and leading discussions with 

tenant focus groups.

 Drawing up a strategy to produce  

the report.

 Researching the content, developing 

themes, then writing or editing the report 

– ensuring it is jargon-free and easy to 

understand.

 Creatively designing the report to 

ensure it is clear and accessible to all, 

then producing the artwork including 

distinctive graphs, tables and charts.

 Organising translations and developing 

different approaches to ensure the report 

is accessible to all groups.

 Managing other elements of the process 

including photography, printing and 

distribution.

 Advising on different formats and 

approaches including events, e-commun- 

ications and other new media approaches.

 If you produce your own report, we 

offer a feedback service looking at 

whether it complies with the guidance, its 

accessibility, structure and how easy it is 

to understand. We can either comment on 

last year’s annual report as a starting point 

or give advice on your next annual report 

at a key stage in its production.

HoW We cAn Help
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